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JURISDICTION

The Arbitrator was selected by the parties, through the Federal Mediation and

Conciliation Service (FMCS), in accordance with the agreement between the parties.

The hearing was held on Novembell5,2007 and February 20, 2008 at 14601

Burbridge Road, S. E., Cumberland, N.4aryland 21502 by M ay 2, 2008.
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APPEARANCES

Appearances for the parties were as follows:

For the Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons

Daniel Ritchey, Labor Relations Specialist

Anita Singleton, Technical Representative

Raymond Briggs, Captain (Former)

Gerald Lewis, Lieutenant (Former)

Jose Santini, Lieutenant (Former)

William Wagner, Lieutenant

For American Federation of Government Employees, Local No. 4010

Brian Lowry, President, Council of Local Prisons

Kurt Wafneke, President, Local 4010

Robert J Claus, Correctional Officer (Grievant)

Dwayr)e Person, Mid-Atlantic Regional Vice President, AFGE (Observer)
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ISSUE

Was the disciplinary/advefse action taken fof just and sufficient cause, or if not,

what shall be the remedy?
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APPLICABLE CONTRACT PROVISIONS

ARTICLE 3,I - GRIEVANCE
PROCEDURE

Section a. The purpose of this article is to provide employees with a fair and

expeditious procedure covering all grievances properly grievable Under 5 USC 7121.

Sectjon h. Unless as provided in number two (2) below, the deciding otficial's

decision on disciplinary/adverse actions will be considered as the final response in the

qrievance procedure. The parties are then free to contest the action in one (1) of two

(2) ways

1 by going directly to arbitration if the grieving party agrees that the sole issue

to be decided by the arbitrator is, "Was the disciplinary/adverse action taken

for just and sufficient cause, or if not, what shall be the remedy?,'

ARTICLE 32 _ ARBITRATION

Section d. The arbitratoas fees and all expenses of the arbitration, except as

noted below. shall be borne equally by the Employer and the Union

Section e. The arbitration hearing will be held during regular day shitt hours,

Monday through Friday. Grievant(s), witnesses, and representatives will be on official

time when attending the hearing. When necessary to accomplish this procedure, these

individualswill be temporarily assigned tothe regularday shift hours. Nodaysoff

adjLJStment will be made for any Union witnesses unless l\,4anagement adjusts the days

off for any of their witnesses.



1. the Union is entitled to the same number of representatives as the Agency

during the arbitration hearing. lfanyofthese representatives are Bureau

of Prison employees, they will be on official time.

JOINT EXHIBITS

J - 1 lvlaster Agreement, Federat tsureau of pnsons and Council of prison Locals,
American Federation of Government Employees

J 2 Arbitration hearing, Robert Claus

AGENCY FILE
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS

ROBERT JOHN CLAUS, I I I

TABLE OF CONTENTS

LOCATION DATE DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION SOURCE
1 03107 /07 Notification of Personnel Action A. Singleton
2 03107107 Request for Personnel Action A. Singteton
3 03/07107 Agency Decision Letter L Hollingsworth
4 02lO5lO7 Written Response to proposal Lettef R. Claus
5 04/26106 (?) Union s Written Response to proposat I etter K Warneke
6 01122107 Proposalfor Adverse Action R. Briggs
7 12107106 SB|S Memo J. Hackenbracht
I 12101106 Response to Interrogatories R. Claus
I 11120106 Notice of Rights R. Ctaus
10 12116105 Background Investigation OpM

SF 85P S, Supplemental euestionnaire for
11 08/24/05 Selected Positions R Claus

Standards of Employee Conduct and
12 02105199 Responsibitities BOp

J-3 Memorandum for Anita Singleton, Employee Services Nlanager FCI Cumberland,
Maryland FROM: Dennis Smith, Chief Security & Background Investigation
Section, SUBJECT: "E" lssue Case Robert J. Claus, ll l (Undateo)
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J - 4 Resolution of Derogatory lnformation, p 3000.02, 1|1|11t1993, Chapter 7, page 32

J - 5 Anita Singleton - Permission to Use From "Greenwalt, Melissa R" thBl2OOT ,10:46

MANAGEMENT EXHIBITS

M -'l Pre-Hearing Subnrission

N/l - 2 United States of America Merit Systems Protection Board, Docket Number
S107528810 128, Robert L. tsradtey, Jr , Appe ant, v. Veterans Administration,
Agency, Before Daniel R Levinson, Chairman, l\y'ario L. Johnson, Vice
Chairman Samuel W Bogley, l\,4ember, dated February 7, 19Bg

Nil - 3 United States of America Merit Systems protection Boafd, 2007 MSPB 282,
Docket No. CH 07 52-04-0620 B-1, John Doe, Appe ant, v. Department of
Justice, Agency, December 4, 2007, Befofe Neil A.G. Mcphee, Chairman, Mary
M Rose, Vice Chairman, Barbara J Sapin, Member

M 4 United States of America, 100 l\4.S.P.R 447, Docket Number DE-0752 04 0155-
l-1, Caleb Cameron, Appellant, v Department of Justice, Agency, Before Neil
A G l\,4cPhee, Chairman, Barbara Sapin, Member dated November 3, 2005

l\,4 - 5 Request for Personnel Action RE: Robert J. Ctaus, ll l Effective Date 09/18/2005
Correctional Services GS 5

M 6 The Guide To Processing Personnel Actions Table 1 1-A Excepted Appointments
that are not based on Exercise crI Reernployment or Restoratior Rights (continued)

M 7 Chapter I Career and Career-Conditional Appointments Table g-A.
Appointment Based on the person tseing or Having Been within Reach on a Civil
Service Certificate of Etigibles (continued)

UNION EXHIBITS

U - 1 Reply to Robert Claus Request for Relocation from FCI Cumberland to FCI
Beckley was recommended, dated October 2, 2006

U - 2 Douglas Factors (Checklist) Twelve Factors

U - 3 Federal Investigative Services, Suitability Referral Chart

U-4 cyberFEDS V3.0



[Code of Federal Regulations]
lTitle 5, Volume 1]
[Revised as of January 1, 2007]
ICITE:  5CFR3'15.8031

lPage 1711

TITLE 5 _ ADI\,IIN ISTRATIVE PERSONNEL

CHAPTER I_ OFFICE OF PERSONNEL IVIANAGEI\i]ENT

PART 315 CAREER AND CAREER-CONDITIONAL EI\,IPLOYI\i]ENT _ Table of Contents

Subpart H Probation on Initial Appointment to a Competitive Position

Sec 3'15.803 Agency action during probationary period (general)

The agency shall utilize the probatiQn-AryIgied- as fully as possible to
determine the fitness of the employee and shall terminate his services during this
period if he fails to demonstrate fLrlly his qLtalifications for continued employment.

Copyfight 2007 LRP Publications (5 pages)

U 5 Performance Log, Robert Claus, Correctional Officer, Standard Set #38, Grade GS,
06 from June 25, 2006 to September 23, 2006, GS 5 from December 24. 2005 to
March 26, 2006, from 9124106 to 12/23106, f.om September 25, 2005 to December 24,
2005, Employee Performance App|aisal, 4/24106, Employee Performance Appraisal
12l18/06 (most ofevaluations were excellent or outstanding)

U - 6 Memo from Robert Claus to J. Slater, Opefations Lieutenant dated October 17,
2006 stating he found contraband in cell #109 in A B

U - 7 Review of the Federal Bureau of Prisons Disciplinary System dated September
2004

VI

BACKGROUND

Correctional Officer Robert J. Claus was removed for making inaccurate

statements on his pre-employment application. The Union filed a grievance and

requested an arbitration.



The Arbitration, Charles E. Donegan, conducted a hearing on November '15.

2007 and February 20, 2008. Briefs were filed by [4ay 2, 2008.

vt l

POSITION OF DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS
(AGENCY}

The Agency's position is essentially contained in excerpts from its post-hearing

brief. which aDoear below

AGENCY'S CLOSING ARGUMENT

COMES NOW the Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of prisons, oy ano

through its undersigned representative, and files this Closing Argument in the above

titled matter.

BACKGROUND

The qrievant, l\i lr Robert J Claus. atter applying and submitting required

background investigation documents, began his employment with the Federal Bureau of

Prisons on September'18, 2005, as a Correctjonal Otficer Agency Exhibit 5.

Thereafter, a "background investigation," was conducted on Mr Claus as ne was In a

covered law enforcement position as a Correctional Officer. During the course of the

background investigation, several inconsistent statements and/or questionable issues

were discovered. See, Joint Exhibit 1 1, Supplemental euestionnaife for Selected

Positions, Certifying Statement (My statements on this form, and any attachments to it,

are true, complete, and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief and are made in

good fa i th . . .  ) .



On March 7, 2007. the Federal Bureau of Prisons, Federal Correctional

Institution, Cumberland, l\y'aryland, removed (fired) Mr. Robert J. Claus, from his federal

civil service position as a Correctional Officer and federal law enforcement officer. Joint

Exhibit 1 , Tab 1. This removal action resulted from administrative charges of

misconduct stemming from Mr. Claus' responses to hiring/background investigation

employment documents. Joint Exhibit 2, Tab 3. Specifically, in a letter dated January

22, 2007. Mt. Claus was charged with Provtding Inaccurate Intormataon During

Employment Process " This letter further details two differing specifications of

mrsconduct supporting the one charge. Joint Exhibit 2, Tab 6. ln the first instance the

proposal letter states/charges:

Specification A During your pre-employmeDt stage, you failed to reveal your

mental health treatment You were askcd otr thc Qttcstionnaic for Selectecl

Positions fornr, SFBsP-S, #5, Your Medical Record, 'ln the last 7 years, have yoLr

consulted with a mental health professional (psychiatrist, psychologist, counselor,

ctc.) or havc you consulted with atrcther health care provicler about a nental

health related condition?... Your answer to the question was, "No." you signed

and cefiified your atiswers on this form on August 24, 2005. Dunng your

Personal Reliability Subject lnteNiew wtth the LJnited States /nyestigatons

Seryices' /nvest/gato r, conductecl on December 9, 2005, you told the investigator

you were expertenctng anxiety and had trouble sleeping prior to your discharge

from the Marine Corps. Your received counseling for anxiety and were given a

prescription for Zoloft, which you took daily for about two monfhs In your

response to your written interrogatories dated November 3, 2006, when asked



why you failed to reveal your mental health treatment at the pre-employment

stage, you responded, "On a personal level, it was hard for me to answer. ln ny

perspective, I saw the question as a void in the application due to my

ctrcumstances. It is a very intimidating question and degrading for me to release

that information on paper. I somewhat felt violated to be asked a question on

such persona/ issues w[h]ere the sacrifices I made could jeopardize my

employment before even consideratnn. I dld, however, wait for the investigator

interview to release my mental health history.

See, Joint Exhibit 2, Tab 1 1.

In the second instance, the proposal letter states/charges:

Specificatioti B: During your pre employment integrity i!tteyiew. which you signed

ou July 27,2005, Seclion E, Crimind and Drivinq History, question 9 asked Has

the applicant used narijuana?" You answered "Yes.' You indicated that the last

occurence was May 200 and that pior to May of 2000 you smoked mariuana less

than 10 times l)t trilg your Personal Reliability Subject lnter,,/iew with the lJnited

Slales ,ryest/galions Sery/ces' /rvesligator. conducted on December 9, 2005, you

told the investigator that the last occurrence was May 2001 and that you smoked

marijuana less than l to 5 times On your Militaty DD Fom12B07-1 daleL! July S,

2001 , you indicated that 1999 was the last time you used mariluana and that you

had used marijuana 10 times from 1997 to 1999 ln your response to your witten

intenogatones dated November 3, 2006, when askecl why clid you failto repoft

your use of maijuana in may 2001 on the military physical examination form dated



July 5, 2001 , you stated, "l did not tell the truth to the recruiter or the medical

professional concerning the last time I had used the drug."

See, Joint Exhibit 2, Tab 8.

Subsequent to receiving the letter proposing his removal, Mr. Claus was given an

opportunity to respond. lvlr Claus responded in writing in a letter dated February5,

2007. Joint Exhibit 2, Tab 4 In this written response lvlr. Claus admitted to the

charges. With regard to Specification A, he statedl

The Mental Health question at the interview was the hardest to elaborate on

cottsidering all issues wete caused front combat, but KNOWING it woulc! be seen

as a discrepancy in the investigation. I providecl the information for closnre on the

sublecl Emphasis Added

He then excuses his KNOWING omission by stating he did not have to disclose

the mental health information because "the counseling was for marital problems and

grief." This argument/defense is unpersuasive as the isslle was his failLlre to disclose

the mental health treatment by a professional and the prescription of Zoloft, not whether

or not he had mafital counselang. lwould bring to the arbitratofs attention that the

Union did not call any witnesses to confirm this sclf interested asscrtjon with regard to

"marital counseling " Neither the "counselof' or the "wife" testified atthe hearing.

Wife regard to Specification B, Mr. Claus stated:

I DO legitimately see the discrepancy concerning me lying to my recruiter...but I

did not hesitate in te itlg the truth to the iuvestigator that I lied to my recruiter.

(Emphasis Added)
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Joint Exhibit 2, Tab 4.

Mr. Claus does not address his providing differing statements with regard to his

drug use to the Agency and the background investigator.

The Union also responded on Mr. Claus' behalf in a letter dated April 26, 2006.

Joint Exhibit 2, Tab 5. An arbitration hearingwasthen soughtbythe Union, on behalf of

lvlr. Claus, and November 15, 2007 and February 20, 2008. Thereafter, by agreement

of the parties Closing Briefs were to be filed, but extended to be due on April 25, 2008

QUESTION TO BE ANSWERED

The Agency and Union agree, t l le issue to be decided in this case is set by the

lvlaster Agreement. Article 31 , Section h(1). (Joint Exhibit 1) Specifically, in accordance

with the Master Agreement the issue to be decided is

Was the disciplinary/adverse action taken for just and suffjcient cause, or if not,

what shall be the remedy?

ARGUMENT

SUFFICIENCY OF THE EVIDENCE (JUST AND SUFFICIENT CAUS-E) :

The Agency has the burden to prove the charges sustained against Mr. Claus,

and, that burden shall be carried by the preponderance of the evidence. 5 U S C.

S1201.56(c) (2) .

The Agency is of the firm opinion that the two sustained charges or specifications

against lvlr. Claus in this proceeding are supported by the preponderance of the evidence
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The underlying facts against lvlr. Claus, and the cause of his removal, are

virtually uncontested. Indeed, they are admitted by him, as is noted in each of the two

Specifications. At hearing l\,4r. Claus did not substantially alter his previous admissions.

With regard to Soecification A, he has clearly admitted to the charged conduct.

However, has attempted to explain that he did not make the required disclosures

detailed in Specification A because this matter pertained to marital counseling matters

which would not be a required disclosure First, it is clear that Mr. Claus stated

contemporaneously in response to the rnvesttgator that these matters pertained to

problems with sleeping, with no reference to marital issues. Moreover, the at issue

background investigation and Specification A notes that Mr Claus provided with a

prescription for "ZOLOFT." The prescription and taking of a controlled medicine is

clearly not 'counseling" from a church, but "treatment" provided by a "health care

pfofessional." lt was therefore incumbent upon l\.4r. Claus to answer this question, and

to disclose the required information.

Additionally, and again while at haring, Mr. Claus seems to attempt to explain

that he did not providc the discovcred health care professional treatment because it

pertained to marital counseling at a church However, as noted in Specification A, l\y'f.

Claus indicated that the did not prove this information because:

ln my perspective, I say the question as a void in the apptication due to my

circumstances. lt is a very intimidating questnn and degrading for me to release

that information on paper. I somewhat felt viotated to be asked a question on

12



such personal issues w[h]ere the sacrifices I made could jeopardize my

employment before even consideration."

See,  Jo in t  Exhib i t  2 ,  Tab 8,  p .6 .

Thus, Mr. Claus did not failto disclose this information because he believed he

had a right not to disclose because it pertained to marital counseling. As he states, he

did not disclose this information, with intent, because he was afraid it "could jeopardize

my employment before even consideration " Thus, he admits he withheld required

informatjon which he believed may have been relevant and useful to the Agency in its

employment decrsrons, in attempt to gain considerations to which he may not have

otherwise been entitled

With regard to Specification B, the issue here is that Mr. Claus made two differing

statements with regard to his "drug" use in the course of applying for employment with

the Agency, during an initjal integrity interview and then during a subsequent

background investigation interview In the first instance he indicated that he had indeed

smoked marijuana and that:

"... the last occurrence was May 2000 and that pior to May of 2000 yon smoked

manluana less than 10 times.'

In the second background investigation interview, he stated

''that the last occurrence was May 2001 and that you smoked marijuana less than

4 to 5 timcs.'
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It is self evident that within these two responses there are two separate and

distinct inconsistent statements, one regarding the last time he smoked marijuana (lvlay

2000 or Nilay 2001 ) and the amou nt of times he smoked marUuana (less than 10 times

or less than 4 to 5 times).

Indicative of Ms. Claus' veracity on the subject of his il l icit drug use the

investigator further questioned him as to why he made yet a third inconsistent statement

on his military employment records. In response Mr Claus stated:

''I did not tell the truth to the recruitet or the medical professional concerning the

lasl ttme I hdd used lhe drug

So, on mrght ask, when does Mr. Claus tell the truth? The answer is: WE DON'T

KNOW? However, we do know that when it suits his interest, he will NOT BE

forthcoming or tell the truth.

The preponderance of the evidence shows that these two charges were properly

sustained against lvlr Claus. Neveftheless, the Agency's proofofone specification lS

sulficient to sustain the charoe See CAMERON v. DEPT. OF JUSTTCE 100 M.S.P.R.

477, p 4 (November 3. 2005), citing, BURROUGHS v DEPARTTVENT OF THE ARt\ity,

91BF 2d170,172(Fed.Cn.1990)  (See a lso,  LUCIANOv.  DEPARTTVTENT OF THE

TREASURY, 88 M.S.P.R 355 (2001)The Board found it unnecessary to address

certain specifications of a charge where the remaining specifications were sufficient to

warrant sustaining the charge and penalty). Therefore, the Charge of providing

Inaccurate Information ... is clearly and completely sustained against the Grievant.
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EFFICIENCY OF THE SERVICE & PENALTY DETERMINATIONS

Actions, such as the removal at issue in this proceeding, shall be taken only for

such cause as will promote the efficiency of the service. 5 U.S.C. S7713(a). The

Agency believes Mr. Claus removal action was taken in the jnterest of the efficiency of

the service. Moreover, the removal action was reasonable, and not beyond the bounds

ofthe maximum reasonable penalty. In a recent, nearly identical Bureau ofPrisons

case, both of these elements have been squarely addressed in a recent Merit Systems

Protection Board (MSPB) case. In CAMERON v. DEPT. OF JUSTICE 100 M.S.P.R.

477 (November 3, 2005), the Board sustained the Bureau of Prisons' removal of an

employee in our facility in Lakewood, Colorado. lN CAMERON, the Agency removed

this employee from employment for falsification of pre-employment documents The

employee appealed his removalto the MSPB. The lnitial Decision from an

administrative judge found 'that the penalty of removal was not within the bounds of

reasonableness, and she mitigated the removalto a 10 day suspension." The Agcncy

appealed this decision in a Petition for Review (PFR) to a full board panet of the MSPB.

In addressing only one specification and chafge of several, the Board overturned the

adrr r ir ris0 ative Judge and sustained the Agency s removal action

In consideration of the rerlloval penalty, on only one of the sustained charges,

the Baord stated: ltis notthe Board's role to decide what penalty it would impose, but

rather, whether the penalty selected by the Agency exceeds the maximum reasonaDte

penalty. ld., CAMERON, p. 5., Citing, ADAMS v. U.S. POSTAL SERV|CE, 96 tV.S.p.R.

492 (204\ After citing a plethora of supporting casesforthe removal of alaw

enforcement official who had provided inaccurate or false information on employment
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documents the CAI\4ERON decision held: [r'/]e find that the penalty of removal was

within the tolerable limits of reasonableness.

The Agency would ask the Arbitrator to take notice and consider that Mr. Claus

was hired as a law enforcement official who is held to a higher standard of conduct than

non law enforcement civil service members TODD v. DEPT OF JUSTICE, 71 MSPR

326, 330 (1996) The safety of inmates and staff working at th is facility demands that

this standard be maintained. Moreovef, it is beyond question that Mr. Claus'judgment

and credrbrltty as a law enlorcement official have been destroyed by his actions. As

stated by the Warden, deciding otficial, at hearing, she considered both aggravatinq and

appropriate mitigating factors. Decision Letter, Joint Exhibit 2, Tab 3, and Hearing

Transcript(Hr), Vol. 1 , pp 96 d104 Here the Warden determined that Mr. Claus'

credibility as a law enforcement official who could be called to testify in court, was

permanently damaged The Warden indicated that she would have proactive,

affirmative, duty to disclose these credibility, impeachment, materials ano tssues to

opposrng parties in legal proceedings HT, Vol. 1, p 102.

The penalty of removal is also consistemt with []e Agency's table o[ per]alties in

the Standards of Employee conduct Joint Exhibit 2, Tab 12, Attachment A, p. 12, No

32 And, an additional note, the Standards of Employee Conduct states:

While the principles of progressive discipline wi normally be apptied, it is

understood that there are oflenses so egregious as to warrant severe sanctions

for the first offense up to and including REMOVAL. Emphasis Added.

Joint Exhibit 2, Tab 12, Attachment A, Page '1 .
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The Warden found that the credibility of Mr. Claus, as called into question by his

employment process and documents, could not be resolved by a lessor penalty than

removal. As a law enforcement official, he had permanently damaged his credibility.

HTvol. 1, p. 103-04. See, CAN,4ERON, supra, p 5, footnote 1 (Under c jglio v. U.S.,

405 U.S 150 (1972), (lnvestigative agencies must turn over to prosecutors, as early as

possible in a case, potential impeachment evidence with respect to the

employees/agents involved in the case. A Gtglto impatred agent s testimony is of

marginal value. A case that depends on such an impaired witness is at risk )

Based upon the above, the Agency remains ofthe firm opinion that lvlr Claus'

removal actron was taken in the interest of the efficiency of the service and that it was

not beyond the bounds of the maximum reasonable penalty This action should

theretore be affirmed As noted above, and as supported in CANIERON, this sanction

should remain, even if the arbitratof sustains only one of the two Specifications in the

charged misconduct

AVERRED DEFENSES ANSWERED

While the underlying facts of l\4r. Claus removal are clcarly dctailco.rno irppear

to not be in contention, the Union's defenses are not clearly stated, but almost cryptic.

Nevertheless, I will attempt adduce the anticipated defensive arguments by the Union

and address each in turn below However, before doing So, I first wish to fully establish

that the Agency contests that each of these "defenses/justificatjons" are contrived, are

not supported by evidence or rationale argument. Secondly, even if these justifications

are belaeved, each of these arguments are clearly insufficient justifications to excuse or

mitigate the charged misconduct.
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FIRST DEFENSE/JUSTIFICATION: The Union seems to have argued at hearing

that Mr. Claus was not treated equally with a similarly situated employee, Officer Knight.

The Union argued at hearing that Officer Knight was removed for similar charges, but

the matter was settled and that employee was brought back. The arbitrator dealt with

this argument at hearing after a portion of the Knight "settlement agreement" was read

into the record which showed the Agency and the Union agreed the Knight settlement,

AND TERI!'IS THEREOF, were confidentrat and would not be cited in any other case as

precedent setting. (See. HTVol.2,p.77 97). After extensive afgument by both parties,

the arbitrator ruled (Speaking to the Union Representative):

lal lowed you to ask the question did he write the proposal to remove Officer

Knight, and he said yes, and lallowed that I am not allowing you to ask if those

two srl lrations are similar That I am not going to permit. This is where we end...

H T . V o l  1 . p  1 1 3  l i n e s l l  1 7

Thus and the arbiirator is certainly correct, by the Union's signing of the Knight

settlement and accepting the 'confidentiality" clause, they are indeed precluded from

now afguing that Otficer Knight and the grievant were similarly situated and/or that they

werc subsequcntly treated differentl,.

SECOND DEFENSE/JUSTIFICAT|ON 1,4r. Claus, or his representative, seern to

indicate that he eventually told the truth (to the investigator), and therefore he ultimately

resolved or alleviated his misconduct. This is nota sufficient justif ication or defense.

AS StAtEd iN BRADLEY V, VETEMNS ADMINISTRATION, DOC. NO. 5107528810128:
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There is no question that providing inaccurate information to a superuisor is a

serious offense which can neither be condoned nor tolerated. Thefactthatthe

appellant stated the truth three months later, and only while being investigated

for his action, does not warrant an inference that he did not intend to

deceive... Falsification of records is an action which goes to the appellant's

feliability, veracity, trustworthiness and ethical conduct and thus direcfly impacts

upon the effictency ot the servtce.

l d  ,  p .  1 0 - 1 1 .

IHIRD IJTFENSE/JUSTIFICATION The Union representative attempts to argue

that the Agency's removal of Mr. Claus was somehow untimely, and therefore this

action could not be taken. As the arbitrator learned at the hearing it was not until the

U.S. Investigative Serviaes Investigator concluded his investigation and then the Office

of Personnel Management (OPl\,,1) tLrrned over their investigation to the Agency that we

had aulhor i ly  lo  move on th ts  mal le l

In Joint Exhibit 2, Tab 7, we see that lvlr Ctaus did not certify his interrogatory

responses until December 1,2006. See also, Joint Exhibit2, Tab B (lnterrogatories,

Certifying Statement and Signature of December 1, 2007). Thereafter, the Agency's

Security and Background Investigation Section issued its December 7, 2006 letter to the

Warden and recommended '. this case be reviewed by the Warden for possible

falsification of pre-employment documents. See, Joint Exhibit 2, Tab 7. p.3.

It is unclear how the Union coutd argue that the Agency should have taken

action, before the investigation was complete, or before Mr. Claus had an opportunity to
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fully respond to the concerns arising from his background investigation l\,4oreover,

taking an action before the investigation was complete would have been in violation of

the Master Agreement, Article 30, Sectjon d(1). Section d(1) states:

[W]hen an investigation takes place on an employee's alleged misconduct, any

disciplinary or adverse action arising from the investigation WILL NOT be

proposed until the investigation has been completed and reviewed by the Chief

Executive Officer Wardenl or designee Emphasis Added

Thus, the processing of Mr. Claus' removal could not have happened much

faster tven with the rntervening holidays in December and January, by January 18,

2007, the Warden had reviewed the files and the Employee Services Manager, Anita

Singleton, had sought and then received authorization from Oplvl to use their

investigatrve materials in the agencies proposal against Mr Claus. See, Joint Exhibit S.

After recetving authorization. a proposal letter for Mr Claus removalwas drafted,

fanalized. and then issued to him on January 22, 2007.

ln PHILLIPS v. DEPARTI\4ENT OF |NTER|OR, 95 t\it.S.p R 21 (2003) a taw

enforcement official was removed for similar charges on nearly and identical underlying

issucs. (CAl\,4ERON, supra, p. 7, cites to this case). In pHlLLlpS, Background, p 3, we

see that the employee's falsification regafding hef mental health treatment was

discovered by the Agency in November '1996, but she was not removed until November

1997, a year later. ln our case, the Agency processed the matter in far less tnan on

year from the date of the discovery of the at matter issues. From the time that lvlr.

Claus had certified his responses to the investigatjon, December 1, 2006, to the

20



Agency's final removal action. l\.4arch 7, 2007 was only three months. Additionally. in

Philips we see that the "falsified" employment documents were fil led out in 1990, yet

she was not removed until 1997. Thus, the removal of Mr. Claus was completely timely.

lf the Agency had processed this matter any faster the Union would be alleging we

violated the Master Agreement and rushed to judgment.

FOURTH DEFENSE/JUSTIFICATION The Union seems to atso argue that

since lvlr Claus was a good employee from a performance standard, that his removal is

unwarranted in this matter As the arbitrator knows, good performance is only one

factor of many to consider in determining a penalty In this case, the Agency stipulates

that Mr. Claus was a good performer. However, in each of the above cited cases, those

employees all had no noted deficit in performance. In this matter, as in the cited cases,

the performance does not mitigate the very serious nature ofthe offense lf hewasto

remarn an employee, he would always have credibility issues which the Warden would

have an alfirmative duty to disclose to opposing counsel. CAN I LIE ON AN

APPLICATION tOR fMPLOYIV]fNT AND THEN PROTECT MYSELF FROM

REMOVAL BY I\i]Y GOOD PERFORMANCE? IF SO, WHAT POINT IS THERE I N

HAVING A BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION?

FIFTH DEFENSE/JUSTIFICAT|ON: Finatty, the Union argues that since Mr.

Claus' underlying SUITABILITY was set at an F issue code, Minor lssues, he should

not have been removed. The Union misperceives the case on this point. Mr. Claus was

not removed by the Agency because of the "underlying" conduct, he was removed for

Failing to Provide Accurate Information in the employment process. As in pHlLLlpS,

supra, the MSPB noted:
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As a penalty-enhancing factor, we note that the appellant was not removed for

having been treated for depression, but rather, for her falsification of item 25 on

her SF-86 about an issue that potentially concerned a suitability requirement for

her law enforcement position. lt is well set ed that law enforcement otficers are

held to a higher standard of conduct. Thompson v Depaftment of Justice. 51

M S.P.R 43, 50 (1991). Though the appellant may have had benign reasons for

withholding the mental condrtion' information, it is undisputed that her

falsification of her SF-86 was deliberate and, therefore, direcfly implicates her

honesty and fitness for employment as a law enforcement officer.

PHILLIPS,  INFRA, p 6.  paragraph 16

CONCLUSION

The Agency has carried the burden, and proved the charges sustained against

lvlr Claus in accordance with Title 5, United States Code. Section 770j(c)(jXB) We

have demonstrated that degree of relevant evidence that a reasonable person,

considering the fecord as a whole, would accept as sutficient to find that a contested

fact is more likely to be true than untrue Additionally, Mr Claus' removalwas certainly

taken to promote the efficiency of the service and is not beyond the maxrmum

reasonable penalty. Finally the Union has not prevailed on, or proven, any defense

which it has attempted to establish in this case. Thus, the afbitrator must find for the

Agency and leave the removal of Nilr Claus undisturbed.
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v l

POSITION OF AMERICAN FEDERATION OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES.
LOCAL 4010 (UNtON)

The Union's position is essentially contained in excerpts from its post-hearing

brief, which appear below.

UNION'S CLOSING BRIEF

On November 15,2OO7 and February 20, 2008, an Arbitration hearing was held

at the Federal Correctional Institution in Cumberland, lvlaryland. The proceeding was

presided over by the Honorable Charles E. Donegan

I  THE ISSUE

Was the advcr.c action of gricvant, Robert Claus, taken for just and sufficient

cause?

l f  not, what shall be the remedy?

I I .  UNION'S POSITION

* Thatthe removal of Robert Cla us was not taken for just and sufficient cause;

* That the delay in the adverse action taken by the Agency precludes the

rerrloval of Robert Claus;

* That the Agency committed harmtul errof in these proceedings which

mandates reinstatement of Robert Claus and restoration of all of his

emoluments associated with his case;
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,k That the Agency's decision was not in accordance to law, therefore

mandating reanstatement of Mr. Claus and restoration of all of his emoluments

assocaated with his job, including seniority, back-pay and benefits;

,N That the action of the Agency was contrary to the mandates of MSpB law, in

that the agency did not consider factors ouflined by MSPB in DOUGLAS vs.

VETERAN'S ADMINISTRATION ;

* That the Agency has failed to sustain the specifications in the proposal letter,

thereby requiring reinstatement of l\4r. Claus and restoration of all of his

emoluments associated with his job, including seniority, back-pay and benefits;

* That the punishment was not reasonable;

* That the Agency has unclean hands; and

+ That there are no threshold issues.

III. ARGUI\i]ENT

On March 7, 2008, the Agency officially removed Robert Claus from employment

as a correctional otficer with the Bureau of prisons. (JE2, tab 3) This document was

signed otf on by Warden Lisa Hollingsworth. The sustained charge was providinq

Inaccurate Information. In this letter the Warden only states that she had given full

consrderation to the proposal (JE2, tab 6). Wafden Hollingsworth goes on to state that

she found the removal fully supported by the evidence in the file, and that Robert Claus'

supervisors have lost confidence in his abitity to perform his job. Warden Hollingsworth

also states in the removal notice that no mitigating or alternative sanctions were
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consrdered, and that the penalty sustained was consistent with the Agency's table of

pena|lles.

The parties' l\.4aster agreement (JE1), states "Article 6, Section b. The parties

agree that there will be no restraint, harassment, intimidation, reprisal, or any coercton

against any employee in the exercise of any employee righls provided for in this

Agreement and any other applicable laws, rules and regulations, including the right: 2

To be treatedfai y and equitably in att aspects ofpersonnel management.

Removal is not the first option in the Agency,s table of penalties regarding

this charge- Warden Hollingsworth admits and testifies to this facl ano never

gave a consideration to the Douglas Factors (UE2). Warden Hollingsworth was

egregious in her proposed and sustained action of Robert Claus. Evenif a

sustained action was necessary based on Warden Hollingsworth belief, no staff

member should be treated differently than any other slaff member when the samo

basic infraction of the table of penalties occurs, and the cases somewhat mirror

one another. This should always be consistent in order to avoid perception of

favoritism,/cronyism. Office of Inspector Generat (OlG) prepares an annual report

on sustained disciplinary/adverse actions annually. (UE7) ou ines

inconsistencies in the Bureau of Prisons'disciplinary process. page 20 shows

that many staff charged with falsification of government documents only received

oral reprimand, it doesn't even speak to the votume of cases in which less than a

fourteen (14) day adverse action was taken. Examples are provided in this exhibit

where many cases where action may have been sustained by OIG/OIA, the

deciding official took no action.
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During the hearing it was noted (UE 8 and UE 9), that an emptoyee by the

name of Nicholas Knight who was terminated for the same infraction as Robert

Claus for falsifying a pre-employment application was given his job back as a

correctional officer about a week prior to the first initial day of this arbitration

hearing. The Agency, in this case, had Mr. Knight sign a confidentiality

agreement. During the hearing the Agency threatened action against Mr. Knight

and the Union if we called him as a witness and he testified. Warden

Hollingsworth testified that she also requested a waiver (UEg) on behalf of Mr.

Knight to the Mid-Atlantic Regional Director Kim white, which was ultimately

denied. Warden Hollingsworth testified she did not request a waiver for Mr.

Claus. Let it also noled that when a background investigation of any type ia

conducted that Office of Personnel Management (OpM) assigns a classification

code to each case. The Suitabili ly Referral Chart (UE3) ouflines sevedty of

backg.ound interrogatories in order of ,,A through E." Mr. Knight,s suitability

charge which was classified by OPM was considered a,,D" class charge which is

considered "Moderate" in nature. Mr. Claus interrogalories were classified by

OPM as an "E" class charge (JE3) which is codified ,,Minor,, and the lowest

possible severity ofall charges alleged. These actions as stated above atone set

the appearance of treating staff inequitably and unfairly regarding the disciplinary

process by the deciding official in both cases which was Warden Hollingsworth.

The Agency committed harmful error. Robert Claus should be reinstated with

restoration of full emoluments of his position due to the Agency's commission of harmful
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error in their procedures, the Agency's engaging in prohibited personnel practices in this

process, and the Agency's making of a decision which was not in accordance with law.

In Cornelius v. Nutt, 472 U.S. 648, 105 S.Ct. 2882, 86 L.Ed.2d 515 (1985), the

United States Supreme Court was required to interpret the Civil Service Reform Act of

1978, which is set forth at 5 U.S.C. 7101, et seq. In discussing this Act, the Supreme

Court noted that the 1978 Act is "a comprehensive revision ofthe laws governing labor

relations between federal agencies and their employees " Justice Blackmun, who

delivered the optnton ol the Court, stated ihat "among the major purposes of the Act

were the preservation of the ability of federal managers to maintain 'an effective and

etficient government' as well as the stfengthening of the position of federal unions and

making the collective bargaining process a more etficient instrument of the public

interest." The Court noted that Under this, particLrlarty 5 U.S.C. 7101, a federal

employee subjected to disciplinary action taken pursuant to the Act, may appealthe

Agency's decision Justice Blackmun stated that under the Act, when an appeal is

taken, thc Agency's decision must be sustained jf it is supported by appropriate

evrdence, but, on the other hand, the Agency's decision may not be sustained if the

employee 'shows harmful error in the application of the Agency's procedures in arriving

at such decision , citing 5 U S.C. / /01 c (1) and (2). The Merit System protection Board

has followed the federal law and Cornelius in applying the harmful error standard. 5

U.S.C. 7701, Section c currently provides:

(1) Subject to pafagraph (2) of this subsection, the decision of the Agency shajl

be sustained under subsection 9b) only if the Agency's decision-
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(A) in the case of an action based on unacceptable Derformance

described in Section 4303, is supported by substantial evidence, or

(B) in any other case, is supported by a preponderance of evidence.

(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (1), the Agency,s decision may not be

sustained under Subsection (b) of this Section if the employee or applicant for

employment-

(A) shows harmful error in the application of the Agency's

procedures in arriving at such decision;

(B) shows that the decision was based on any prohibited personnel

practice described in Section 2302 (b) of this tifle; or

(C) shows that the decision was not in accordance with law-

1 Failing to properly mitigate the appropriate penalty with the employee

performance apprarsals and award which were not in the disciplinary packet and

negating the possibility of progressive discipline as stated in the Master Agreement;

2. Allowing an arbitrary discipline system. l\4r Claus was not a probationary

employee at the time of his removal from service (UE4). Six months into Mr. Claus'

employment with the Bureau of Prisons, Dennis Smith, Chief, Security Background

Investigation Section (SBIS), a Bureau of prisons employe€, wrote a memorandum to

lvls. Anita Singleton, Employee Services Manager assigned at FCI-Cumberland, MD.

This memorandum (JE3) was written to inform Warden Hollingsworth that Nilr. Claus did
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not meet the guidelines for acceptability. lf the Warden wished to retain Mr Claus, the

case would have to be sent to the Regional Directois Office, l\4s. White for a waiver

approval. Again, this was not done, although we know it was done for Nickolas Knight.

l\y'r. Claus met his one year anniversary date six months later, and was errrproyeo an

additional 12 months after the March 15,2006 investigation completion date

3. Causing the initial pre-employment interview questions to continually undergo

a metamorphous process; and

4 A delay of over 1B months from the date ofthe init ial employment unti l the

removal.

The Agency failed to sustain the Specifications by a preponderance of the

evidence, the standard of proof required of it in cases of adverse actton.

UnderUSC7701:  ' the  dec is ion  o f  the  Agency  sha be  sus ta ined. . .on ly  i f  the

Agency's decision... is supported by a preponderance ofthe evidence.,, The MSpB',s

regulation for this Federal Statute, 5 CFR '1201.56 reiterates this rule, and defines

"preponderance ofthe evidence as 'the degree of relevant evidence that a reasonable

person, considering the record as a whole, would accept as sufficient to find that a

contested fact is more l ikely to be true than untrue. The case precedents on

falsif icatjon of employment documents are numerous.

A charge of falsif ication requires an agency to prove, a preponderance of the

evidence, that the employee provided incorrect information and that the incorrect

information was provided with the intent to deceive or mislead the agency. For.ra y.
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Depaftment of Justice, 57 MSPB 97 (1993), Raymond v ,Depaftment of the Army, 34

MSPR 476, 482 (1987). The requisite intent can be established direcfly or by

clrcumstantial evidence. Hannav. Depadment of the Army, gg FMSR 5402. Thatthe

employee supplied incorrect informatjon cannot itself control the question of intent,

however, the plausible explanations are to be considered in determining whether a

falsification was intentional /d. The Board has long held that not every falsification of

an application, however minor, unintentional, or far removed in time, will constitute

grounds for removal. See Klein v. Dept of Labor, 6 NISPR 292,294 n.,1,6lVlSpB 249

(198'1) Although antent may be establjshed by circumstantial evidence, incorrect

information cannot by itself control the question of intent Listerman v. Dept ofJustice,

3l MSPR 19779. 181 (1986). "Wrong information cannot, by itsetf, control the question

of intent." Seas v USPS, 73 lVlSpR 422, 427 (1997\. plausibte explanations are to be

consrdered in determining whether falsification of or relating to government records is

in tent ional .  Walkerv  USPS, 1Ot \4SpR341,3a3(19B2) ,seeHaebev.Dept .o tJust ice,

2BB F.3d 1288, 1305 n.35 (Fed. Cir 2002) (a blunder, that is, .,mere negligent disregard

for the truth," does not constitute "reckless disregard" circumstantial evidence of intent);

Blake v. Dept of Jusrice, B1 t\rspR 394, 410-11, 30 (1999) (plausibte expranalon

deflected a charge of a false report of working conditions); Rackers v Dept. of Justice,

79 l\,4SPR 262, 278 91998) plausible explanations must be considered; the intent to

deceive is to be resolved from the totality of circumstances.

Between December I and December 16,2005, Ms. Janine Hackenoracn

conducted a personal subject interview of Robert Claus (JE2, tab 10). lt is revealed that

although l\y'r. Claus may not have stated to the military information prior to enlistment in
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the l\i larine Corp accurate times or dates of marijuana usage, these documents along

with all employment and investigative documents he fil led out prior to gaining

employment with the Bureau of Prisons, he never hid or deceived the Bureau in this

regard. l\y'r. Claus in his pre-employment paperwork stated he thought 8-10 ties

regarding the use of marijuana, he stated later on that he thought it was more like 4-5

trmes, but had erred on the side of caution. This is nota negative disregard ofthetruth.

lvlr Claus nevet lted or covered up trytng matrjuana

Robert Claus was asked if he had ever consulted with a mental health

professional (JE2, tab 11) The question states you do not haveto answer "yes" if you

were involved in marital, grief, or family counseling not related to violence by you. Mr

Claus was interrogated regarding this question many different ways, many different

times l\,4r Claus was in combat in lraq as a United States l\,4arine. Mr Claus was

sufferjng from grief, because of his mission in lraq, as well as the separation he and his

wife were facing due to him being gone from home for over a year, and the high stress

and trauma he faced as a combat soldier, which was also puttitlg a strait] on his

marriage He never deliberating falsified the pre employment document. When he filed

this out, he told the truth that he was suffefing from grief due to his service in lraq, as

well as the stress and strain he and hts wite were lacing trom the separation caused by

the long length of tour. When Nilr. Claus fil led out this document he did not intentionally

cover up the truth as it was known to him. Robert Claus'explanation of the events is

consistent and plausible.
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There is no evidence to indicate Robert Claus intentionally provided false

information. There was no evidence presented that Robert Claus demonstrated

reckless regard for the truth.

The Agency, under 5 CFR 752.203, is limited in its presentation of proof, to the

material relied upon, and only the material relied upon, to make the decisjorr to

terminate employees. When all of the documents and testimony are read together,

there was simply no demonstration that Robert Claus attempted to conceal his

background from the Agency Robert Claus past behavior did not damage or lessen the

Bureau's integrity. The Agency after finding that Robert Claus would not be suitable for

employment only six months into his employment, allowed him to work another 12

months lor a total of 18 months without any limitations or restrictions to any area of the

prison, staff. or the community Th is does not suggest the actions of th is employee

could be so egregious that removalwould be the only option, should any action for

correctrve behavior be made. How can the Agency say they have lost confidence in the

ability for the employee to maintain their integfity or the ability to perforrn their job when

they allowed them to do such for a pfolonged period of time?

The punishment was not reasonable. In the lvlerit systems protection Board

case of Brown v. Department of Treasury, 6l l\I S p.R. 484 (1994), in which the Board

mitigated a removal, the Board stated:

The Board has held that ( has the authoraty to mitigate an Agency-imposed

penalty found to be "clearly excessive, disproportionate to the sustained charges, or

arbitrary, capricious, or unreasonable." lf the Agency's judgment clearly exceeds the
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l imits of reasonableness, it is proper for the Board to specify how the Agency,s decision

should be corrected to bring the penalty within the parameters or reasonaDteness.

The Board went on to state that although falsjfication of documents is a serious

mrsconduct, it does not mean that falsification, per se, mandates removal in every case.

The board, in Brown, went on to state that.the Board has held that factors of

partrcular relevance in determining reasonableness of a penalty in a falsification case

are: (1) The nature and sefiousness of the offense and its relation to the appellant,s

duties, (2) the appellant's past disciptinary record; (3) the effect of the offense upon the

appellant s ability to perlorm on a satisfactory level, and (4) the mitigaling factors

surrounding the offense." The balancing test does notappearto have been performed

here The Agency argues in its dismissal letter (E2, tab 3) l\.4r. Claus actrons nave

destroyed his credibility and effectiveness that Claus.,position as a Federat taw

enforcement olficer requires the highest standards from its law enforcement officer,'

While our past work record has been acceptable and you have no prior discipline

record, it does not shield your actions lt is clear from the evaluations of Robert Claus

and the testimony of his supervisor's that Claus had been an exception employee In its

dismissal letter the Agency claims "thefe arelwere no mitigating factors. The penalty is

certainly within the overly broad guidelines established by the Agency in program

Statement 3420.09, Standards of Emptoyee Conduct (JE4) since the gujdetine for the

l"roffense offalsification begins at letter of reprimand and extends to removal. Also,

(UE1) is a request for transfer l\i lr. Claus submitted for approval to relocate. This

request was signed off on by Warden Hollingsworth, Captain R. Briggs, Warden Charles

Felts from FCI-Beckley where the relocation would have been, and Associate Warden
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D. Stevens. This memorandum has the word "Recommended.', This was approved

well after the Agency gained knowledge that l\i lr. Claus was being questioned regarding

suitability However, lvlr. Claus was no longer on a probationary status. Robert Claus'

review period was complete. lf the Agency Warden had originally intended on

terminating the employment of Mr. Claus, why did she approve and sign off on this

letter? No new data was collected that she was unaware of previously.

The Agency has recently faced a situation as to where they have questioned pre-

employment background past an employee's probationary year Some emproyees nave

been tenured about the same length as lvlr. Claus, and some have went as long as

three years. The Agency has refused to consider Douglas Factors when there may be

a circumstance that non-probationary employees are disciplined for, but refuse to

mrtrgate down to a less severe sanction The Agency has, as the Warden testified to,

tried to hold the standard that you cannot discipline probationary employees. you either

have to fire them or clear them In this case of Robert Claus, he is not a probationary,

and has the right to bc treated fairly and equitably in all aspects of petsonnel

management.

The factors for determining reasonable discipline, created by Douglas v

Veterans Affairs,5 MSPR 280 (i 981), 81 FMSR 7037 are

1 Seflousness ol the offense

2. The employee's job.

3. Prior discipline.

4. Past work record.
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5. The trust factor.

6. Consistency of penalty.

7. Table of penalties.

8. Notoriety of the offense.

9 Prior notice.

'1 0. Rehabilitation potential.

1 1. Mitigating circumstances.

'1 2.Alternative sanctions

The Warden state she did not consider the Douglas Factor to have mitigated this

case and certainly the Bureau of Prison has a staff of attorneys who review all disciplinary

proposals and decision letters for the appearance of compliance with Douglas

Yet, there should be some way to impose a 'reasonable" punishment, if any

Falsification of a pre-employment application is an area that is not without reported

cases Some Arbitrators are guided by a four part test, i.e., to determine whether

discipline is warrantcd. (1) Was the misrepresentation willful? (2) Was the

misrepresentation material to the hifing? (3) Was it materialto the employment at the

time of the discharge? (4) Has the emptoyer acted promp y and in good faith? See,

HuliliDglott Alloys, lnc. anc! lJnited Steelworkers ot Amerrca, 74 LA j76 (19g0),

Veterans Administration Medical Center and American Federation of Government

Employees,91 LA 588 (1988), Tiffany Metal products manufacturing Company and

lnternational Brotherhood of Teamsters, 56 LA 135 (1971).

Other arbitrators are guided by a two part test, i.e., (1) The applicant,s failure

must be willful or deliberate. (2) And the matter or matters invotved in the question must
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be material. See. Firestone tire and Rubber Company and United RubberWorkers of

America, AFL-CIO,93 LA 381 (1989).

Both tests should be considered. Neither line of cases or proposed tes(s)

should be considered over the other. See, City of Miami and Local 1907, AFSCME, 107

LA 12 (1996). Let's combine the tests:

(1) Was the misrepresentation willful? Or (1) The applica t,s failure rnust be

willful or deliberate.

Robert Claus was forthcoming at all times with respect to all questions the Agency

submitted to him The Agency questioned Robert Claus regarding other information that

was not reported by Mr Claus, butwas part of pre_employment questioning (JE2, tab

10) first page, last paragraph, the Agency accepted the fact that Mr. Claus misread the

drrectrons on the SFBsP by not entering allthe locations he was stationed while he was in

the l\,4arine Corp Page tnro, paragraph sic, lvlr. Claus inadvertenfly omitted his daughter

When he completed the pre-employment paperwork These two examples atone show

the human factor in fi l l ing out employment applications. The Agency used thewords

omtted and inadvertently to justify their interpretation.

(2) Was the misrepresentation material to the hiring? Or (2) And the matter or

matters involved in the question must be material:

lf Robert Claus had answered the question.yes'to question 5 on the pre_

employment application (JE2, tab 1 1) it would not have disqualified him from
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employment. Robert Claus' behavior prior to his employment fell within the Standards

of Acceptability established to hire employees.

(3) Was it material to the employment at the time of the discharge? Or (3) And

the matter or matters involved in the question must be material:

The evidence presented at hearing supports that it was immaterial. lt is clear

from the evaluations of Robert Claus (Uf5), the testimony of the Captain and the

termination letter itself that Diaz had been an excellent employee His performance as

a correctional officerwas above reproach and hewasatrusted employee. Thatshould

have been material as to whether his past behavior would make him subject to coercion

and thereby a security threat. As the investigator points out on (JE2, tab 10)

second page, last paragraph. All information is clear and consistent with case

papers. There is nothing in the subject's background or regarding the subject's

character or conduct that could result in exploitation, btackmait, or coercion, to

include his use of marijuana and his episodes of anxiety.

(4) has the employer acted promp y and in good faith? The adverse action

taken against Robert Claus for removal was an action taken too late by the Agency on

information lacking in sufficiency to support and warrant any disciplinary actiol beyond

the minimal punishment Eighteen months cannot be considered prompt under the

circumstance. The Union concludes the agency was not acting in good faith. In a

recent arbitration ruling at Federal Detention Center Miami and AFGE, Councit of

Prisons Local 33. Local 501 , 107 LRp 34548 (Fe d. Atb. O4t26tO7), the arbitrator

acknowledged that the grievant knowingly omitted material information from hts
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employment application but that information was not material at the time of the

grievant's discharge. He referred to the four-part test and two-part test outlined in C

above, which is used by some arbitrators in falsification cases. The Arbitrator

Incorporated both tests into his ruling. In his summary, he pointed out that the grievant

failed to acknowledge two disciplinary recommendations that he received in a previous

position The Arbitrator found that he answered "no" when he should have answered

''yes,'and at the time of his htnng, the grievant's false statements were material to his

employment However, the Arbitrator also found that the agency did not act prompfly lt

waited until two years afler the grievant was hired to notify him of its investigation, and it

didn't remove him until 16 months after that. Citing a ruling of another arbitrator, he

explained that sustaining a discharge lrnder such conditions would make the arbitrator a

party to practices that are not accepted in sound industrial relations. The time frames in

this Bureau of Prisons case are eerily similar to the time frames in the Claus case.

In the case of American Federation of Government Employees, Local 919 and

Department of Justice, Bureau of Prisons, U.S. Penitentiary, Leavelworth, KS, 92

FLRR 2 1620, a copy of which is attached, the arbitrator found that the diwscharge

based upon falsification of pre-employment documents was nto JUStified where the

removal occurred three years alter the glevant began working for the agency The

Arbitrator found that the Agency mechanically applied the contract's requirements for

high standards of employee conduct. The performance logs ofthe employee containing

"exceeds" and "outstanding" ratings were very much like the pedormance appraisals of

Robert Claus (UE5). The Arbitrator found there was notjust and sufficient cause for the
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termination and ordered the grievant reinstated with back pay and benefits. The same

should apply in this case.

In a recent decision from a case in Chicago, AFGE Local 3652, Council of prison

Locals 33, v Department of Justice, a copy ofwhich is provided, the Arbitrator

concluded that "the bottom line finding is that the adverse action taken against Grievant

of removal was an action taken too late by the Agency on information so misconstrued

and so lacking in sufficiency to support and warrant any disciplinary action beyond the

most mrnrmum penalty associated with the Inlracttng Offense 32, which is but an.official

reprimand "

The Agency has unclean hands.

The problems the Agency has had in disciplining its employees is well-

documented in an OIG Report dated September 204 (UE7). This feport clearly ou ines

faults in the system that are supposed to ensure that disciplinary decisions are

reasonable, consjstent and timely

There were numerous issues presented to Robert Claus to provide clarification of.

He submitted documentation to each investigator to resolve all derogatory information. lf

he had not, Janine Hackenbrach was required by program Statement 3000.02, Human

Resource Manual, Chapter 7, to prepare a memorandum documenting the discussion

and the employee's acknowledgement of the reporting requirement and submit it with the

employee s security file. There was no such memorandum in this case submitted by the

Agency durang the hearing or otherwise. The Union has nowayofknowing whatJanine

Hackenbrach placed in the investigation file other than the documents submitted by Mr.
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Claus. Under the negotiated program statement for Human Resources, this should have

ended this inquiry. The explanation was plausible. There was no evidence that this was

any type of intent to deceive or mislead the Agency.

The two questions util ized by the Agency to terminate Robert Claus are no

different in reality to the three questions which they chose not to present testimony at

the hearing None ofthe specifications had merit. All should have been resolved bythe

adjudicator, Janine Hackenbrach. The Agency violated it 's own intent by using the

intorrnation in a punitjve action.

IV.  CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth herein, the Union respectfully requests that the removal

action of Robert Claus not be sustained, and that: (1) The Arbitrator expunge a agency

tiles of the adverse action and return Mr. Claus back to work, (2) The Arbitrator order

the Agency to make Mr Claus whole in all respects for wages, TSp contributions,

retirement contributions, accrued annual leave, and sick leave he would have received

from February 2, 2007, until the date he retumed back to work for the Bureau of

Prisons; (3) All negative records pertaining to this instanl case bc removed from all

personnel fi les the Agency keeps regardang l\4r Claus; (4) The Arbitrator order the

Agency to pay l\ilr Claus the highest percentage of interest allowed by law for lost

wages; (5) A posting listing the violations by the Agency in this matter and correcttve

remedies ordered by the Arbitratori (6) Any and all other remedies which may De

applicable or which the Arbitrator may deem appropriate.
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IX

DrscusstoN

The Arbitrator has carefully read and studied all the documents admitted at the

heaflng, his own handwritten notes at the hearing, the transcript, and the parties posf

hearing briefs. The above has been supplemented by additional research and study.

First, the Arbitrator finds that the grievance in this case is arbitrable because he

has been given the right under Article 32 of the contract between the Agency and the

Union. The issues involve the interpretation and application of the contract.

Second, the Arbitrator finds that the Agency has acted in violation of the

Collective Bargaining Agreement. The proper discipline in the instant case is a thirty

(30) working day suspension

The Afbitrator is cognizant that the burden of proof in this arbitration resls upon

the Agency to establjsh that it has not violated the CBA. Based on a careful review and

study of the entire record, the Arbitrator finds that the Agency has not met that burden

The Union did meet its burden of proving a violation.

The Arbitrator does not find it useful to cite all the specific evidence in the record

but fecognizes that there was an extensive record. Like in most arbitrations, rnere was

considerable conflicting evidence in the instant case The preponderance ofthe

credible, pertinent evidence was presented by the Agency.

Third, the Arbitrator feels that it would be beneficial to review various standards

for discipline and related issues, which are discussed below (geg Elkouri and Elkouri,
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HOW ARBITRATION WORKS, Sixth Edition, 2003) (Generalty and pages 953-954,

964-967, 983-984, 987-990, and 1221-1222).

E. Review of Penalties lmposed by Management

i. Judicial Recognition

Court dectsions recognize broad arbitral discretion to review the reasonaoteness

of the penalty imposed by the employer in relation to the employee's wrongful conduct

These decisions rely on the Supreme Court's statement in paperworkers v. Misco, lt.,c

that the arbitrator is to bring his informed judgment to beat in order lo reach a fair

solution of a problem, especially when it comes to formulating remedies.. In Mrsco, the

arbatrator based his finding that there was not just cause for discharge on his

consrderatton of seven criteria, including the reasonableness of the employer's position,

the relation of the degree of discipline to the nature of the offense, and tne emptoyee s

past record The Court noted that "courts are not authorized to reconsider the merits of

an award even though the parties may allege that the award rests on errors of fact or on

mrsrnterpfetation of the contract " The Court further stated:

Normally, an arbitrator is authorized to disagree with the sancl,on rmposeo
on employee misconducl ln Enterprise Wheel [Steelworkers v Enterprise
Wheel & Car Corp., 363 U.S. 592, 46 LRRTV 2423 (1960)1, for example, the
arbttrator reduced the djscipline from discharge to a 10_day
suspension. . .IT]hough the arbitrator's decision must draw its essence from the
agreement, he "is to bring his informed ludgment to bear in order to reach a fair
solution of a problem. Ihls ls especially tue wlan it cottes lo formulating
remedies."

The more prominent of the factors relevant in the review or evaluation of penalties

assessed by management for misconduct of employees are considered briefly below.
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i, Naturc of the Offense: Summary Discharge Versus Corrective
Discipline

It is said to be "axiomatic that the degree of penalty should be in keeping with the

seriousness of the offense." In this regard, an arbitrator explained:

Offenses are of two general classes: (1) those extremely serious offenses
such as stealing striking a foreman, persistent refusal to obey a legitimate order,
etc., which usuallyjustify summary discharge without the necessity of prior
warning or attempts at corrective discipline, (2) those less serious infractions of
plant rules or of proper conduct such as tardiness, absence without permission,
careless workmanship, insolence, etc., which call not for discharge for the first
offense (and usually not even for the second or third offense) but for some milder
penalty airrted at correction.

In cases of extremely serious offenses, arbitrators recognize the need to enforce

the discharge penalty. Summary discharge in lieu of corrective discipline of the

employee rs deemed appropriate for very serious otfenses The definition of

disqualifying "serious offense" remains elastic Sleepinq on duty, for example, at least

whefe the act is intentional and lhe employee attempts to avoid detection, usually

warrants termination even though it is the employee's first offense Summary discharge

was deemed appropriate for an employee driver who failed to report an irccroenr, cvcn

though it was the only time he had been disciplined. The arbitrator determined that,

although "failure to report an accident,' standing alone, would not likely merit discharge,

the employee's failure to report the accident, coupled wi l l l is bizarre behavior and his

failure to take medicine prescribed for a psychiatric condition, warranted discharqe.

In one case, summary discharge was deemed appropriate for a single act of

negligent work performance. ln that case, a service technician did not perform crucial

pressure test requrred by the employer's protocol and thus failed to find a gas leak in

the customer's heater connector. Because ofthe risk of explosion and fire to which the
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customer was exposed by the oversight, the arbitrator found the negligent discharge of

the employment responsibilit ies justified the employee's immediate discharge.

In the less serious cases, arbitrators are very likely to change or modify an

employer's discipline if such discipline is too harsh for the offense committed. In those

cases, discipline may be considered to be excessive "if it is disproportionate to the

degree of the offense, if it is out of step wjth the principles of progressive discipline, if it

punitive rather than corrective, or if mitigating circumstances that lead the arbttrator to

conclude that the penalty ts too severe or that the employer lacks, or has failed to

follow, progressive discipline procedures

lvloreover, arbitrators are likely to set aside or reduce penalties when the employee

had not previously been reprimanded and warned that his or her conduct would trigger

the discipline. Thus, demotion of an employee for absenteeism was found to be

inappropriate where. although the employer had warned the employee that his

absenteeism was a problem, the employer had failed to inform him that he coutd be

demoted if his attendance did not improve. Even when the misconduct is of a serious

nature, the cmployec must not be lulled into believing that he or she will not be subject to

sanction. Thus, the discharge of an employee for insubordination as set aside because

the employee had been insubordinate in the past without being subject to any discipline.

lvlost awards where penalties are modified involve a combination of mitigating

circumstances. One study that examtned the trends an arbitration awards involving

discharge cases found that the prior work record of the grievant was the most
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commonly cited factor given consideration by arbitrators, with another frequenfly cited

consideration being the motivation or reasoning behind management's action.

ii. Due Process and procedural Requirements

Discharge and disciplinary action by management has been reversed where the

action was found to violate basic notions of fairness or due process Borrowing from the

const[utronal imperative of due process operative in the governmental employment

context, arbitrators have fashioned an "industrial due process doctrine', To satisfy

industrial due process, an e|ltployee rTlust be given an adequate oppodunity to present

his or her side of the case before being discharged by the employer. lf the employee has

not been given such an opportunity, arbitrators willoften refuse to sustain the discharge

or drscrpline assessed against the employee. The pfimary reason arbitrators have

included certain basic due process riqhts within the concept ofjust cause is to help the

parties prevent the imposition of discipline where there is litfle or no evidence on which to

base a just cause discharge Thus, consideration of industrial dueprocessasa

component of jLrst cause is an integral part of the just cause analysis for many arbitrators

Arbitrators may consider an employee,s prior disciplinary offenses in determining

the propriety of the penalty assessed for a later otfense. The double jeopardy principle

does not apply, provided the latef discipline is not .,based soie/y on past violations for

which discipline had already been irrlposed.

vii. Grievant's Past Record

Some consideration generally is given to the past record of any disciplined or

discharged employee. An offense may be mitigated by a good past record and it may
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be aggravated by a poor one. Indeed, the employee,s past record often is a major

factor in the determination of the proper penalty for the offense. In manycases,

arbitrators have reduced penalties in consideration of the employee's long, good past

record. In turn, an arbitrator's refusal to interfere with a penalty may be based in part on

the employee's poor past record.

xii. Unequal of Discriminatory Treatment

It generally is accepted that enforcement of rules and assessment of discipline

must be exercised in a consistent rnanner; all employees who engage ln the same type

of misconduct must be treated essentially the same, unless a reasonable basts exrsts

for vafiations in the assessment of punishment (such as different degrees of fault, or

mrtigatrng or aggfavating circumstances affecting some but not all the employees).

Applying this general rule, one decision recognized: .[T]here must be reasonabte nrtes

and standards of conduct which are consistenfly applied and enforced in a non

discriminatory fashion lt is also generally accepted that enforcement ol rutes ano

assessment of discipline must be exercised an a consistent manner; thus all employees

who engage in the same type of misconduct must be treated essentially tne same.

In this regard, one arbitrator declared 'Absolute consistency in the handling of

rule violations is, of course, an impossibility, but that fact should not excuse random and

completely inconsistent disciplinary practices.'

Where a reasonable basis for variations in penalties does exrst, vanations will be

permtted notwithstanding the charge of disparate treatment. Discrimination isan

affirmative defense and, therefore, the union generally has the burden of proving that
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the employer improperly discriminated against an employee Thus, "[i]n order to prove

disparate treatment, a union must confirm the existence of both parts of the equation. lt

is not enough that an employee was treated differently than others; it must also be

established that the circumstances surrounding his/her offense were substantively like

those of individuals who received more moderate penalties.

Where the union does prove that rules and regulations have not been consisten y

applied and enforced in a nondiscriminatory manner. arbitrators will refuse ro susratn a

discharge or will reduce a dtsciplinary penalty. However, arbitrators will uphold variations

in punishmenls among employees if a reasonable basis exists that justifies such

differences. In one case, the employer was held to have had just cause to dischafge an

employee who had coordinated and served as leader in a "sickout" that violated the labor

contract The arbitrator reasoned that the instigator could be pLrnished more harshly with

dischafge, even though other employees received only warnings.

That variataons in penalties assessed do not necessarily mean that

management s action has been improper or discriminatory was persuasively elaborated

by on arbitrator:

The term "d iscrimination ' connotes a distinction in treatment, especially an unfair
distinction. The prohibition against discrimination requires like tfeatment under like
circumstances I the case of offenses the circumstances include the nature of the
oftense, the degree offault and the mitigating and aggravating factors. Ihereisno
discrimination, or no departure from the consistent or uniform treatment of
employees, merely because of variations of discipline reasonably appropnare to
the vanations In circumstances. Two employees may refuse a work assignment.
For one it is his first offense, thefe being no prior warning or misconduct standing
against his record. The other has been warned and disciplined forthe very same
offense on numerous occasions. lt cannot be seriously contended that
discrimination results if identical penalties are not meted out.
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UNEQUAL OR DISCRIMINATORY TREATMENT

As stated in Elkouri, it generally is accepted that enforcement of rules and

assessment of discipline must be exercised in a consistent manner; all employees who

engage in the same type of misconduct must be treated essentially the same, unless a

reasonable basis exists for variations in penalties does exists. variations will be

permitted notwithstanding the charge of disparate treatment Discrimination is an

affirmative defense and the Union has the burden of proving that the Agency improperly

discriminated against an employee. Inthe Instant case, the Arbitrator was unable to

determine whether there was unequal or discfiminatory treatment because of the

confidentiality of the Officer Knight settlement.

APPLICATION OF ELKOURI AND ELKOURI PRINCIPLES

The Arbitrator will now attempt to apply some of the arbitral principles cited

above in Flkout i and I lkoun lo lhe inslanr cdse.

JUDICIAL RECOGNITION OF ARBITRAL DISCRETION

Court decisions recognize broad arbitral discretion to review the reasonaoteness

of the penalty imposed by the employer in relation to the employee,s wrongful conduct.

In the instant case, the Arbitfator finds that there was not just cause for the employer to

remove the Grievant. The Arbitrator bases his finding on the reasonableness ofthe

discipline, the seraousness of Grievant's misconduct and his past record. Arbitrators are

expected to bring their informed judgments to bear in order to reach a fair resolution of a

proDlem.
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NATURE OF THE OFFENSE

The Arbitrator finds that the penalty imposed on Grievant was too narsn

considering the offense involved. The discipline was not in step with the principles of

progressive discipline and was not corrective instead of punitive. In fact, the Agency

could have imposed a penalty from reprimand to removal.

DUE PROCESS PROCEDURAL REQUTREMENTS

The Agency in the instant case did not take aotion against the Grievant in a

timely fashion The Agency continued to employ the Grjevant for a year after i l  decided

to terminate him Grievant had excellent and outstanding ratings during this period

GRIEVANT'S PAST RECORD

As stated in Elkouri some consideration generally is given to the past record of

the disciplined employee. I he employee's past record often is a major factor in the

determination of the proper penalty for the otfense. In the instant case the Grievant had

an excellent employment record. There was an adequate basis fof mitigating the

removal. The Agency had not acted fairly, appropriately and reasonably in imposing the

removal. Elkouri points oLltthat employees who have a past record of discipline may be

grven a harsher disciplinary penalty than first time offenders The Grievant in the instant

case was a first time offender

LENGTH OF SERVICE WITH THE COMPANY

Long service with the Company, particularly if unblemished, is a definite factor in

favor ofthe employee whose discharge is reviewed through arbitration. In the instant
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case the Grievant did not have long service with the Agency but he did have an

excellent or outstanding work performance.

KNOWLEDGE OF RULES

As Elkouri states, one of the two most commonly recognized principles in the

arbitration of discipline cases is that there must be reasonable rules or standards,

consrstently appied and enforced and widely disseminated. In the jnstant case the

Arbitrator was not able to determine this factor because of the confidentiality of the

Officer Knight settlement

LAX ENFORCEMENT OF RULES

Arbitrators have not hesitated to disturb penalties where the employer over a

period of time has condoned the vrolatton ol the rule in the past. Inthe instantcasethe

arbftrator was not able to determine this factor because of the confidentiality of the

Otficer Knight settlement.

Fourth, the Arbitrator finds that the Agency has met its burden in sustaining the

charges against the Grievant by a preponderance of the credible evidence The Agency

was justified in imposing discipline on the crievant However, the discipline of removal

was excessrve because of mitigating facts and circumstances that were present in the

case.

Fifth, the Arbitrator finds that the removal of the Grievant was not reasonaore

under the facts and circumstances of the instant case. The presence of a numberof

mitigating factors justify reducing the discipline to a thirty (30) working day suspension.
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Sixth, the Arbitrator finds that there are a number of mitigating facts and

circumstances in the instant case that justify a lesser penalty than removal of the

Grievant.

Seventh, the Arbitrator finds that the removal of the Grievant was not taken for

cause necessary to promote the efficiency of the Agency.

Eighth, thc Arbitrator finds that the fact that the Grievant eventually told the truth

to the investigator to some extent alleviated his conduct The Bradlev v. Veterans

Administration, Doc. No S107528810128 is not controlling because the Arbitrator finds

a difference between an inaccurate statement on a pre employment application and

providing inaccurate information to a supervisor. In addition, the Grievar[ s responses

to the question about consultation with a mental health professional or use of marijuana

do not demonstrate a willful intent to deceive. The questions were somewhat

ambrguous. The Grievant cannot he expected to remember precisely the number of

times he used marijuana over almost a ten-year period.

Ninth, the Abitratof does not agree with the Warden that the credibitity of the

Grievant could not be resolved with a lesser penalty than removal The Arbitrator notes

that the Grievant was charged with providing inaccurate information instead of false

information. Providing inaccurate information is less serious than providing false

information. Providing false information requires willful intent which was not present in

the instant case.

Tenth, the explanations by the Grievant concerning the inaccurate statements on

his pre-employment application are plausible. The Arbitrator finds that the Grievant
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seemed somewhat confused in answering the questions concerning mental health

treatment and the use of marijuana. His testimony at the hearing did not indicatean evil

intent to mislead the Agency. Mere inaccurate information without bad intent will not

sustain a removal.

Eleventh. the Arbitrator finds that the Agerroy's removal of the Grievant is untimely.

The Grievant and the Union are not responsible for the fact that OPI\il and the Bureau of

Prisons did not complete their investigations in a timely manner The Agency allowed the

Grievant to work 12 months after finding that he would not be suitable for employment.

Twelfth, the Arbitrator finds that the excellent job performance since his hiring is

a mitigating factor concerning his removal The Arbitrator concurs with the Agency that

good performance is only one factor to consider in determining a penalty. However, the

Arbitrator considers good performance important along with the additional mitigating

factors in the instant case

Thirteenth, the Arbitrator finds that since the Grievant's underlying suitability was

set at an "E" issue code l\,4inor lssues, it is a mitigating factor. The Arbitrator

understands, but does not accept, the Agency's contention that the Grievant was not

removed by the Agency because of his "underlying" conduct but was rerlloved for

Failing to Provide Accurate lnformation in the employment process The Grievant

testfied credibly at the arbitration hearing.

Fou(eenth, the Arbitratof finds that the Warden, the deciding official, did not

consrder factors outlined by MSPB in Douqlas v. Veterans Affairs, 5 IVSpR 280 9198i ),

81, FMSR 7037. The Warden also stated in the removal notice that no mitigating or
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alternative solutions were considered. Factors for creating reasonable discipline,

created by Douqlas include seriousness of the offense, prior discipline, past work

record, table of penalties, notoriety of the offense, mitigating circumstances and

alternative sanctions. Applying these factors under the facts and circumstances of the

instant case require a penalty of less than removal.

The Warden said she did not know about Grievant s marital problems but did know

that his supervisor spoke favorably about him. She stated that she did not consider his

evaluations in her decision to remove the Grevant In addition, the Warden testfted that

the E Code violation the Grievaot was charged with was a minor offense. Fudhermore,

the Warden testified that another employee, Nicholas Knight, was removed for inaccurate

statements. She also testified that she had requested a waiver for l\.4r Knight based on

background information lvlr Knight had answered "No"to usage of martLtana on his

application for employment The Knight case resulted in a settlement and the details and

facts ofthatcaseare confidential and, therefore, not available to the Arbitrator. ltisnot

possible for thc Arbitrator to dctermine whether there was a disparity of treatment in that

case and the instant case. Finally. the Warden testified thatthe largest discapline she had

proposed short of termination was 50 to 60 days The largest sustained penalty was 45

days. The combined charges may include falsification

Captain Raymond Briggs testified that in another case involving integflty tssues,

such as lying, he had changed a proposed 50-day suspension of Officers Spriggs and

Godlove into a 2s-day suspension. Therefore, there is definitely a precedent for a

suspension instead of removal in an integrity case. The specific facts of the Spriggs

and Godlove cases were not provided to the Arbitrator so that they could be compared
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with the instant case. Captain Briggs testified that crievant was a solid and pretty good

officer Lieutenant Gerald Lewis testified that the Grievant was conscientious, reliable

otficer, he would want him on his shift and he had no reason to doubt the Grievant's

integrity.

Lieutenant Jose Santini testified that crievant made sorne big finds of

contraband, performed well, was attentive and was truthful with him

Lieutenant William Wagner testified that Grievant was a good employee,

dependable, trushrr'orthy and thought his firing was a loss to the Agency He was also

not aware ot anybody being fired for falsifjcation.

Fiiteenth, the Arbitrator finds that the Agency did not apply progressive discipline

in the instant case As pointed out in Elkouri, Arbitfators consider progressive discipline

a very important factor in evaluating the reasonableness of discipline imposed.

Progressive discipline is especially important where the employee is a first offendef and

the offense is not every serious ln the instant case the Agency should have imposed

progfessrve discipline which is corrective and not punitive.

Sixteenth, the Arbitfator finds that the proper discipline in the instant case ts a

thirty (30) working day suspension. This decision is based on all the facts and

cjrcumstances ofthe instanl case. The penalty of retnoval is unreasonable in the

instant case.
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Seventeenth. the Arbitrator makes no finding concerning whether the Grievant

was treated equally with a similarly situated employee, Officer Knight. The set ement

agreement in the Knight case and its terms are confidential.

MANAGEMENT CASES

1.  CAMERON v.  DEPARTMENTOF JUSTICE,  100 M.S.P.R.477 (November
3,200s) .

In Cameron, the Grievant made a false statement during has pre-employment

interview in which he stated that he llad not been disciplined in former or current civil ian

employment. The fact was that he had been suspended from his position at Safeway

for writing a check to Safeway with insufficient funds. That case easily distinguishable

lrom the instant case and is not controlling The offense in Cameron was far more

serious. The penaltv of removal in the instant case was not reasonable.

2. BRADLEY v. VETERANS ADM1I,|!SI84MX, Doc NO. 5107528810128.

In Bradlev, the employee will ingly and knowingly submitted falsified travel claims

and inaccufate information with the express purpose of defrauding the govefnment.

This was a far more serious otfense than existed in the instant case The Arbitrator

finds that in the instant case the Grievant did not will ingly and knowingly attempt to

perpetrate a fraud on the Agency

4. PHILLIPS v. DEPARTMENT OF |NTER|OR, M.S.p.B., 2003

In Phill ips, the employee's gross false answer of "No" to question in Agency

sensitive position questionnaire asking whether employee had ever had a nervous

breakdown or had medical treatment for a mental condition. The MSpB found that the
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falsification was deliberate and directly implicated her honesty and fitness for employment

as a law enforcement officer. In the instant case, the Arbitrator finds that the Grievant's

offense was less serious and not deliberate. Furthermore, the fact that the Warden did

not take into account the Douqlas factors made the penalty of removal unreasonable.

The Arbitrator reviewed a large number of falsification and related cases in the

Bureau of National Affairs (BNA) LABOR ARBITRATION REPORTS. Some of these

cases are cited below

(1)  TOWER AUTOMOTTVE PRODUCTS CO. 1151A1077(WOLFF
NEUTRAL CHAIRMAN 20O1)

DISCHARGE

[1] Burden of proof

Employers burden of proof for discharge of employee for falsifying employment

application is clear and convincing evidence, even though some arbitrators apply

strictest standard of "beyond a reasonable doubt," since "clear and convincing

evidence" standard is strict enough.

[2] False employment application

Employer had just cause to discharge employee who said on employment

application he had no criminal fecord, despite contention that he thought it meant only

felonies, where he had been convicted of at least two misdemeanors, application did not

mention words "felony" or "misdemeanor," and he was not credible witness; he

knowingly misstated that he had attended high school, he admitted he "probably had"

more than two convictions, after discharge, and then admitted he did.

[3] False employment application



Employer had just cause to discharge employee, who falsified his employment

application as to prior criminal convictions and education, where employer discharged

17 other employees for falsification of applications, eight discharges were grieved, and

all were upheld either during grievance process or at arbitration.

The Arbitrator finds that the Ernployer's burden of proof for discharge of

employee for falsifying employment application is clear and convincing evidence. The

Agency did not meet that burden in the instant case However, theAgencyis justified in

imposing d thrrty (30) workrng day suspensron

(2) SUGAR CREEK PACK|NG CO., 110 LA 733 (H|GH 1998)

DISCHARGE

1. Employment application - Drug conviction

Employer had Just cause to drscharge employee who falsely answered "no" to

employment-application question whethef he had been convicted of felony, even though

application stated that giving false information 'may," not will, be grounds for discharge,

srnce grievant's conviction for drug trafficking was serous enough matter for employer to

be concerned, an.l for it to conclll. le that it was anappropriate for graevant to continue as

employee

The facts existing in the instant case were for less serious than an applicant who

lied about his conviction for drug trafficking.

(3) TEXTRON AUTOMOTTVE EXTERTORS , 114 LA.t229 (DANtEL 2000)

DISCHARGE

1. Falsified application
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Discharge was appropriate penalty for employee who falsified his employment

application to conceal that he had been discharged from earlier job for aosenreersm,

where he would not have been hired if employer had known that he had been fired for

absenteeism, employer hired no other employees who were fired elsewhere for

absenteeism, and grievant had no valid basis to say he had voluntarily left his last

employment, attorney's statement that grievant had good claim against former emproyer

but that damages were too small to make lawsuit worthwhile does not furnish basis for

claiming he was not fired.

2. Falsified application - Union animus

Employer did not violate National Labor Relations act when it discharged union

steward for falsifying his employment application, where there are no incidents of past

threats or indicationS of animosity to ward grievant becallse of his Union activities

The facts cited in the above case are for different and much more senous rnan

those existing in the instant case.

(4) TRANE COMPANY,1O4 LA 1121 (JOHNSON 1995)

DISCHARGE

- Falsification of employment application

Employer had just cause to dischafge employee who lied in his job application

about whether he had been convicted of a cfime, about his educational bacKgraunq,

and who failed to provide gap in his work chronology for time he was in pflson, even

though he had 14-month good employment record, since employef cannot allow

deliberate regard for truth to be ignored.
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ln the instant case, the Grievant had not been convicted of a crime and anv

misstatement of facts was not nearly as great or those cited in the above case.

(5) RALSTON PURINA COMPANY,102 LA 692 (DUDA 1994)

DISCHARGE

- Falsification of application - Medical information

Just cause existed to discharge employee who made false statements regarding

his medical history on employment application, even though it was his first otfense and

agreed penalty rangcd from written warning to possibility of discharge, where

falsifications were numerous, deliberate, and material, they concerned matters of

obvious importance to employer, contention that grievant answered "yes" instead of "no"

severaltrmes on post-employment medtcal questionnaire because he was anxious to

get back to work demonstrates gross negligence at least, and it was not shown that

either investigation or discharge decision was arbitfary, capricious, or unreasonable.

- Falsification of application - Delay in investigation

Fourmonth delay between discovery of grievant's falsification of medical history

on employment application and imposition of discipline does not preclude finding ofjust

cause for discharge, where it took one month for employer to obtain necessary

information from physician following receipt of physician's bill that triggered inquiries,

several more weeks to get workers' compensation information and to review grievant's

employment fi les, and another month before pant manager was available to approve

interrogations of grievant, and grievant was not prejudiced by delay.
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In the instant case the Grievant's statements were not numerous and deliberate.

Furthermore, in the instant case the Agency did not act promp y in imposing discipline.

(6) CONE MrLLS CORP103 LA 745 (BYARS 1994)

DISCHARGE

- Falsification of employment application - Socialist party ag€nda - Free
speecn

Just cause existed to discharge employee whose falsification of employment

application was discovered after company investigated him for distributing socialist

lrterature, where discharge resulted from falsification of job application, not from his

political affi l iations and activities, falsitioation is material because grievant Sought job

with company to serve agenda of Socialist Workers Party rathef than just to obtain

employment

- Probationary employee - Intercompany seniority

Employee who passed three month probattonary perjod at one of employer's

plants may not be discharged as probationary employee, with no recourse to arbitrator,

during first three months of work at new plant to which he transferred, wnere er ptoyee

who transfers between plants retains corporate seniority that includes "employee

benefit programs " and while neither contract provision on "corporate seniority" nor

provrsion on "plant seniority" nor provision on 'plant seniority" specifically mentions

probation period, right to grieve disciplinary actions is more compatible with right to such

programs than with rights enumerated in definition of "plant seniority," company's

Interpretation that seniority is only counted for time within one plant would mean that

employee might have to serve multiple probation periods, and if parties intended term
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"employment" to be limited to employment within given plant, they would have

specifically said so.

Any inaccurate facts stated by the Grievant in the instant case was to obtain

employment rather than to serve any particular agenda.

(7) ST. MAR|E'S GOPHER NEWS, 93 LA 739 (E|SELE 1988)

- Falsification of application - Conviction - Crcdibility

Employer properly discharged employee, who had indicated on employment

application that he had never been arrested or convicted of crime, when it discovered

that he had been convicted of assault for strikirrg live in girltriend prior to

commencement of employment, despite contention that domestic problems are private

and irrelevant to employment, whefe employer had strong, published, unambiguous

polrcy agarnst talsitication of application, it had right to demand honest in every facet of

employment, and grievant's evasive manner and conflictinq testimony warrants

conclusion that falsification was willful.

- Falsification of application - Evidence - Juvenile record

Juvenile record of grievant is admitted over strong union oblection in proceeding

arisinq from dischafge for failure to disclose conviction for domestic abUse on

employment application, but portions concerning contracts with police are found to be

irrelevant and will not be considered.

REMEDY

- Falsification of application - Reinstatement
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Employer that property discharged grievant for willful failure to disclose

conviction for domestic abuse on employment application is ordered to bargain in good

faith, upon union request. concerning reinstatement, where there are lingering concerns

as in whethef technically prevent grievant's record from being cleared, whether

falsification resulted from error in judgment whether grievant's poor demeanor at

hearing was due to nervousness, whether year of satisfactory work should be

consrdered, and whether questions about arrest are il legal

lhe material facts In the instant case are greatly different from the mtsconduct

cited in the above case. The Grievant in the instant case did not concear a crrrne.

(8) PEOPLES GAS SYSTEMtNc, 91 LA 951 (SERGENT 1988)

DISCHARGE

- Falsification of company records

Employer had just cause for discharge of serviceman who falsely stated that he

never fi led claim for worker's compensation and who falsely responded negatively to

question in employment application about his prior employment with employer

Falsification of records is extremely serious offense; omission and falsification were

willful and deliberate misrepresentations of facts material to decision to hire employee;

despite warning that falsification or omission would be cause for dismissal, employee

engaged in misrepresentation with intent to deceive employer, employer acted promp y

and in good faith when it discovered misrepresentations and omissions; employer failrly

investigated facts and imposed penalty given in similar cases.
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In the instant case the Arbitrator finds that the Grievant's conduct was not willful

and a misrepresentation of materialfacts.

(9) PENN WHEELTNG CLOSURE, 121 LA 1220 (DEAN 2005)

DISCHARGE

[1] Leaving premises - Employer investigation - Arbitrator's authority to
modify discipline

Employer did not have just cause to discharge employee who violated plant rules

that prohibited leaving plant during scheduled working hours without supervisofs

permission, where employer failed to weigh possible mitigating factors, it is difficult to

conclude tllat discharge is warranted for what amounts to employee s error in judgment

in failing to seek supervisors approval; inasmuch as employee's absence from

premises for 15 minutes falls within 20 minute relief period orovided for a conrraq.

[2] Leaving premises - Progressive discipline - Arbitrator's authority to
modify discipline - Work records

Employer did not have lust cause to discharge employee who left plant during

scheduled working hours without supervisor's permission, where employer has

committed itself to qeneral policy of progfessive discipline, it has failed to articulate

ratronal reason for departing from this policy to impose drastic penalty of discharge, and

grtevant appears to be employee whose conduct, with no previous disciplinary history,

will l ikely be corrected by penalty more consistent with his offense.v

In the instant case the Agency did not follow progressive discipline. The

Arbitrator uses his authority to modify the drastic penalty of removal to a thirty (30)
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working day suspension The Grievant appears to be an employee whose conduct will

be corrected by this more appropriate discipline.

(10) soLUTtA tNC., 12.1 LA 26 (SZUTER 2005)

BACK PAY

[5] Falsification

Remedy for employee, who was discharged without lust cause for falsely

clarmrng to be disabled, is reinstated without back pay, where he falsely claimed he had

non occupational injury, which gave him more money; he is also ordered to retmburse

employer, by repaying amount outfight unless offset against workers compensation

benefits rs allowed.

In the instant case the proper remedy is a thirty (30) day suspension The

offense was consrderably less seflous.

(11)  |  RA|LMOB|LT tRA|LER, 112 LA 1108 {COHEN 1999)

DISCHARGE

1. False application

Errrployer did not have just cause to discharge employee who fatsely answered

questron on employment application about whether he had ever been convicted of

felony, where he had pfeviously been fefused jobs when he revealed his background,

he worked for nearly year and a half without incident, he appears rehabilitated, and

society is beginning to realize that if convicted felons are not given employment and

second chance, they will have no recourse but to resort to lawlessness.

2. False application
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Employee who was discharged without just cause is reinstated without back pay,

where he lied on question on employment application about whether he had ever been

convicted of felony, but that misconduct did not warrant discharge.

In the instant case, even if the Grievant lied on his employment application, he

told the truth to the investigator. He also worked a year and a half without incident and

now appears to be rehabilitated. Grievant s otfense in the instant case isnot nearly

senous or a felony conviction and warrants a thirty (30) wofking day suspension but not

discharge.

(12}  F IRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER CO.,93 LA 381 (COHEN 1989)

DISCHARGE

- Falsification of medical history - Intent

Just cause did not exist to dischafge grievant who stated on employment

application that she had not had any "pain, injury, operation, or disability" even though

she had recurrent arm and wfist pain and bfief disability on previous lob, where she fil led

out medical history form hurriedly and made several cafeless, unJustifiable errors, Dur

errors and omissions were not result of intentional plan to deceive or deJraLtd employer

REMEDY

- Falsification ofmedical history - Reduction of penalty

Grievant who made careless errors and omissions - concerning previous wrist

and arm parn - on medical-history portion of employment application is reinstated with

no loss of seniority but no back pay, provided she is physically qualified for former

duties; if she is not able to perform such duties, here case is to be handled in acoord

with contractual disability provrsions.



The falsification of medical history in the above case is far more serous than any

falsification in the instant case.

The case cannot be cited for the proposition that management cannot discipline

an employee for providing false information up to removal. lt can only be cited for the

proposition that IVlanagement cannot remove an employee where lvlanagement has not

considered the Douglas factors in imposing discipline and there are other mitigating

facts and circumstances such as seriousness of offense, employee's good work record

lack ot willful Intent ot employee to deceive lvlanagement and the lack of lvlanagement

to follow proper procedures

X

DECISION AND AWARD

The Arbitrator finds that management violated the Collective Bargaining

Agreement removing the crievant. The proper discipline is a thirty (30) working day

suspension. The Grievant must also mitigate his damages.

The qfievance is qranted in part and denied in part

ou,"O ,n,. J i 5 !Oay of Auqust, 2OOB.
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